
Scene_6: Sending a parcel 

 

Additional objects: 

Biscuits, magazine, box, comb, toy car, teddy bear, toy guitar, scissors, tape, pen, scales 

 

Tracked objects (with Vicon): 

Table, kitchen-table/cupboard, 2 chairs, toy guitar, 

 

Script: 

Your best friend lives in America. Every once in awhile you send her a parcel. 

Person B: “I miss Jessie so much!” 

Person A: “Yeah me too….we haven’t seen here for 3 months now” 

Person B: “Yeah but summer is close, she said she will visit for one whole month!!” 

Person A: “I wish she could stay more than a month….but she needs to do her work plus 

travelling is so expensive these days!” 

Person B: “Shall we prepare her the parcel today? I already wrote her a letter….did you 

get all the things she needed?” 

Person A: “Yes I did. I also got her some other things I know she likes.” 

Person B: “Like what? Let me see! Oh her favourite biscuits! You are so sweet!!” 

Person A: “And look what else?” 

Person B: “Haha her favourite magazine! You think of everything don’t you?” 

Person A gets a box which is flat and needs to be assembled and taped. 

Person B: “Let me help you with this….we will also need to put some tape to close it and 

maybe we should also tie it with a rope to make it super-enduring ….”  

Person A: “Yes, here is the tape and the rope. Let me put the things inside first.” Person 

A places the biscuits and the magazine in the box, along with a comp, a toy car and a 

teddy bear.” 

Person B: “Toys for her little one e?” 

Person A: “Yes, he becomes two next week…!” Person B takes the toy-car out of the box 

and starts playing a bit with it. Then gets the comp and comps his hair… 



Person A: “Oh, come on! Don’t take them out. We might forget something out of the 

box. Put them back, exactly as I arranged them. We need to have space for the toy-

guitar…” 

Person B: “Toy – guitar? Where is it? ” Person B looks around, finds the toy guitar and 

starts “playing”…, laughing and dancing… 

Person A: “You are such a child….If  I knew how excited you would become, I would 

buy you one too…! Let me see… What else? No, I think that’s it….! We can close it 

now.” Person A has put everything in the box and Person B closes the box. 

Person A: “Shall I cut a few pieces of the tape? ” She gets the scissors and cuts pieces of 

the tape. Person B gets the pieces and seals the box with it.  

Person B: “Could you please cut me a piece of this rope too?” Person A tries to cut the 

rope with the scissors, fails and then gets a knife to do the job.  

Person A: “There you are!” Person B gets the rope, and ties it around the box.  

Person B: “That’s it! Now it can even go to the other side of the planet….safe and 

sound….” 

Person A: “Let me write the address. Where is a pen?” 

She gets a pen writes the address quickly.  

Person A: “Can you send it tomorrow? I have to go to work early so I will not be able to 

make it to the post office” 

Person B: “Sure no problem. Let me lift it….hmmm it’s a bit heavy…so it will cost about 

20 Euros…you agree?” 

Person A: “Give it to me…..Maybe you are right. Take some extra money with you just 

in case.” 

Person B: “Yes sure. Ah! We could weight it, so that we know exactly how much it will 

cost. Let me bring the scales.” Person B fetches the scales, places the box on it and reads 

the measurement: “yes, exactly two kilos!” 

 


